
A Musing on Forever

Elena saw death in everything around her, just as much as she saw life. When she looked

at a tree in her backyard, all that crossed her mind was how long until it died. How long until

those beautiful green leaves turned golden then brown, then withered to the ground? How long

until she, herself, did the same?

It wasn’t a fun way to go through life. And it definitely wasn’t on purpose. Elena

would've given anything in the world to not feel the kind of anxiety that comes from being so

acutely aware of death, and finitality. Stuck in the constant shadow of impermanence. And she

couldn’t have told you why she felt this way, she just did. She always did. Because everything

ended, and there was nothing she could do.

Until one day, she came across an old photograph. It was buried in a box that had been

buried in the attic in her grandparents' old house on the lake. Nobody had touched that box in

decades. It was caked in dust, and it was near to crumbling at Elena’s touch. That box was full of

photographs, but one in particular stood out to her. So much so that she took it home and laid it

on her nightstand and intended to keep it from then on.

The photograph was of her grandpa, smiling in his teenage youth at prom. He looked

dapper in a crisp tuxedo, the colors of everything a faded black and white. Beside him was a girl,

her arm wrapped around his waist, laughing at something someone had said. The girl wasn’t

Elena’s grandmother. Elena didn’t know who she was. Elena had no idea what her name was, or

how she had spent her life, or where she lived, or the stories she could tell. Elena didn’t know

who she ended up marrying, or if she had grandchildren of her own. Until this moment, this girl

had lived an entire existence without Elena ever knowing. Except, there she was, smiling in this

photograph. Infinitely immortalized. Permanent.



Once Elena stepped out of that attic, out of the old house, and into the world, things

seemed to be different. The air contained that indescribable kind of feeling, like the kind you

experience when you step out of a profound movie showing. The first person she came across

was a middle aged man walking his dog. He was talking on the phone, saying something about

how his wife was making a big pot roast for dinner and he couldn’t go out tonight. Before this

day, Elena would’ve seen him and she would’ve thought about how one day this man was going

to cease to exist, and between now and then, Elena would never see him again. And he was so

unimportant, and so was she, because this moment where they were in each other’s lives was so

fleeting, and so was every moment, and so why did any of it matter.

Except on this day, Elena felt something different. Because she had seen him. He was

there. And now it was like a little line of existence was branching off from the main life course in

her mind. This man’s own little existence. And now an entire forever belonged to him within her.

And this is how Elena began to think of forever. The way it stood there in the middle of

New York City’s busy streets like a sponge, absorbing all the people it saw and the memories it

heard and the feelings it could feel pulsating from every crack in the pavement, from every open

window, from every voice asking for more time. She had a strange feeling that the forever

standing in Manhattan wasn’t the only forever there was, just as the forever of that man on the

phone wasn’t the only one either. She knew there was one basking in the sun on the sandy

beaches of Hawaii, where her summer self lived. She knew there were two haunting the halls of

her old high school. One on the football field, and one making its way through every classroom

inside. And she knew that there were so many more forevers she hadn’t even discovered yet. She

knew that for the rest of her life, for however much longer she may have, she would be collecting



forevers. And in a world full of forever, it is impossible to feel finite. And Elena’s world began to

feel a little less gloomy.


